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Helium-3 has nowadays become one of the most important candidates for studies in fundamental physics [1,

2, 3], nuclear and atomic structure [4, 5], magnetometry and metrology [6] as well as chemistry and

medicine [7, 8]. In particular, 3He nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) probes have been proposed as a

new standard for absolute magnetometry [6, 9]. This requires a high-accuracy value for the 3He nuclear

magnetic moment, which, however, has so far been determined only indirectly and with a relative preci-

sion of 12 parts per billon (p.p.b.) [10, 11]. Here we investigate the 3He+ ground-state hyperfine structure

in a Penning trap to directly measure the nuclear g-factor of 3He+ g′I = −4.255 099 606 9(30)stat(17)sys, the

zero-field hyperfine splitting Eexp
HFS = −8 665 649 865.77(26)stat(1)sys Hz and the bound electron g-factor gexp

e =

−2.002 177 415 79(34)stat(30)sys. The latter is consistent with our theoretical value gtheo
e = −2.002 177 416 252 23(39)

based on parameters and fundamental constants from [12]. Our measured value for the 3He+ nuclear g-factor

allows for the determination of the g-factor of the bare nucleus gI = −4.255 250 699 7(30)stat(17)sys(1)theo via our

accurate calculation of the diamagnetic shielding constant [13] σ3He+ = 0.000 035 507 38(3). This constitutes the

first direct calibration for 3He NMR probes and an improvement of the precision by one order of magnitude

compared to previous indirect results. The measured zero-field hyperfine splitting improves the precision

by two orders of magnitude compared to the previous most precise value [14] and enables us to determine

the Zemach radius [15] to rZ = 2.608(24) fm.

Precise and accurate measurements of fundamental properties of simple physical systems allow testing our understanding

of nature and search for or constrain physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). For example, the mea-

surement of the hyperfine splitting of the 2s state of 3He+ [16] provides one of the most sensitive tests of the bound state

QED theory [17] at low Z. However, measurements at improved precision inevitably demand an accurate description and

better understanding of systematic effects to exclude experimental errors and a misinterpretation of the results. Prominent

examples are inconsistencies in the masses of light ions, which are subject to re-examination in the context of the light ion

mass puzzle [2]. Moreover, a discrepancy between measurements of the hyperfine structure of 209Bi82+,80+ and the predictions

of the SM could be resolved by repeating NMR measurements to determine the nuclear magnetic moment of 209Bi [18, 19].
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Here we study the fundamental properties of another isotope with relevance for NMR, 3He. We report on the first direct

determination of its nuclear magnetic moment, which is of utmost importance for absolute magnetometry as it constitutes

the first direct and independent calibration of 3He NMR probes.

NMR probes, unlike superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) or giant magnetoresistance sensors (GMR),

allow for measurements of the absolute magnetic field with high precision and 3He probes, in particular, offer a higher

accuracy than standard water NMR probes [6]. Owing to the properties of noble gases, they require significantly smaller

corrections due to systematic effects such as dependence on impurities, probe shape, temperature and pressure [9]. Moreover,

the diamagnetic shielding σ of the bare nuclear magnetic moment by the surrounding electrons is known more precisely

for 3He than water samples, for which these contributions are only accessible by measurement. In case of atomic 3He, the

factor 1 − σ3He correcting for the shielding by the two electrons has been calculated theoretically with a relative precision

of 10−10 [20], where the uncertainty is given by neglected QED corrections. Thus, 3He probes have a wide variety of highly

topical applications in metrology and field calibration in precision experiments such as the muon g − 2 experiments at

Fermilab and J-Parc [21, 22]. Up to now, however, the only measurements of the 3He nuclear magnetic moment are based

on comparisons of the NMR frequency of 3He to that of water or molecular hydrogen [23, 10, 11] and are limited to 12 p.p.b.

due to the uncertainty of the shielding factor of the protons in water.

We have constructed a new experiment that allows for the direct measurement of the 3He nuclear magnetic moment

by investigating the hyperfine structure of a single 3He+ ion in a Penning trap, providing the first direct and independent

calibration of 3He NMR probes as well as improving the precision by a factor of 10. The result establishes 3He probes as

an independent standard for absolute and accurate magnetometry. Thus, it allows to calibrate water probes by measuring

the ratio of water and 3He NMR frequencies, which enables the extraction of the shielded magnetic moment in water with a

relative precision of 1 p.p.b. instead of 12 p.p.b..

In 3He+, a splitting of the level structure arises due to the magnetic moment of the nucleus with nuclear spin I = 1
2

interacting with the magnetic field generated by the orbiting electron. Investigating the level structure in an external magnetic

field allows to extract the nuclear magnetic moment, which has been previously done with muonium [24] and hydrogen [25].

The combined hyperfine and Zeeman effect leads to a splitting of the 1s electronic ground state into four magnetic sublevels

(Fig. 1), as described by the Breit-Rabi formula [26] up to first order perturbation theory in the magnetic field strength B:

E1,4 =
EHFS

4
∓ (µIB + µeB) , E2,3 = −EHFS

4
± 1

2

√
E2

HFS + 4(µeB − µIB)2 . (1)

In these formulas, EHFS < 0 is the hyperfine splitting at B = 0 T and µe and µI are the spin magnetic moments of the

electron and nucleus, respectively. However, at our experimental precision, second-order corrections of the above formula in

B have to be taken into account. These include the quadratic Zeeman shift, which is identical for all four levels involved and

has therefore no influence on the transition frequencies, and the shielding correction [27]. The latter effectively modifies the

bare nuclear g-factor gI to a shielded nuclear g-factor g′I = gI(1 − σ3He+) of the ion, so that the magnetic moments in the

equations above are related to the nuclear and electron g-factors via µI = g′IµN/2 and µe = geµB/2. Here, µB = e~/(2me)

is the Bohr magneton, µN = e~/(2mp) is the nuclear magneton, e is the elementary charge, ~ is the reduced Planck constant

and me and mp are the mass of the electron [28] and the proton [29]. In the current work, we combine measurements of four
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Figure 1: Breit-Rabi diagram of 3He+. The energies of the hyperfine states E1, E2, E3 and E4 are plotted as function of the
magnetic field according to Eq. (1). The arrows below mj and mI indicate the orientation with respect to the magnetic field
of the total angular momentum of the electron j = 1/2 and the nuclear spin I = 1/2, which are antiparallel to the magnetic
moments µe and µI , respectively. The four double-headed arrows indicate the hyperfine transitions measured in this work.
The transition frequencies given on the right side refer to the magnetic field in the Penning trap B = 5.7 T, which is marked
in the plot by the black dashed line.

transition frequencies (Ei(B) − Ej(B))/h to determine the three parameters g′I , ge and EHFS, and additionally determine

ge, EHFS and σ3He+ theoretically. The latter is needed to calculate the bare nuclear g-factor from the measured g′I . The

theoretical and experimental results for EHFS, when combined with gI , enable the extraction of a further nuclear parameter,

namely, the Zemach radius characterizing the nuclear charge and magnetization distribution.

The interaction of the electron with the nuclear potential is taken into account by extending the free electron g-factor,

in leading order corrected by the well-known Schwinger term α/π, with additional terms [30, 31]. The leading relativistic

binding term then reads [32]

− gDirac − 2 =
4

3

(√
1− (2α)2 − 1

)
, (2)

which needs to be complemented with 1- to 5-loop QED binding corrections, as well as terms originating from the nucleus,

i.e. the nuclear recoil term and nuclear structure effects. The numerical values of the contributing terms are given in the

supplementary material. Our final result for the g-factor of the electron bound in 3He+ is gtheoe = −2.002 177 416 252 23(39),

where the fractional accuracy is 0.15 parts per trillion (p.p.t.) and is dominantly limited by the uncertainty of α via the

Schwinger term.

The theoretical contributions to the zero-field hyperfine splitting can be represented as [33, 34]

EHFS =
4

3
αgI

me

mp
mec

2(Zα)3M [A(Zα) + δFS + δNP + δQED + δµVP + δhadVP + δew + δrecoil] , (3)

where the relativistic factor is A(Zα) = (2γ + 1)/(γ(4γ2 − 1)) with γ =
√

1− (Zα)2, and the mass prefactor is M =(
1 + me

MN

)−3

with the nuclear mass MN . The δ correction terms in the above equation denote finite nuclear size, nuclear

polarization, QED, muonic and hadronic vacuum polarization, electroweak and nuclear recoil contributions, respectively.

We evaluate these contributions as described in the supplementary material and arrive at the theoretical hyperfine splitting

of Etheo
HFS = −8 665 701(19) kHz. The calculation of the shielding constant is analogous to the theory of ge and EHFS and

further described in the supplementary material. The total value of this constant is σ3He+ = 0.000 035 507 38(3), where the

uncertainty is dominated by neglected higher order QED terms. This high accuracy, due to the low value of Zα and due

to suppressed nuclear effects, enables an accurate extraction of the unshielded nuclear g-factor from the measured shielded
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Figure 2: Schematic of the Penning-trap setup. A) Sectional view of the trap tower consisting of cylindrical electrodes and
spatial variation of the magnetic field inside the trap tower along the z-axis. The insulation rings between the electrodes are
depicted in blue, the copper electrodes yellow and the nickel electrode grey. All electrodes are gold-plated. The microwaves
for driving spin-flips are introduced into the trap using the copper coils on the side of the trap and through a wave-guide from
the top of the trap (white arrow) in case of the 4 GHz and 150 GHz transitions, respectively. The second white arrow on the
left side represents electrons from a field emission point used to ionize the atoms emitted by the 3He filled glass sphere. The
magnetic inhomogeneity in the analysis trap is spatially separated from the very homogeneous field in the precision trap by
transport electrodes. B) Axial frequency νz measured in the AT after resonantly driving the electronic transition |1〉 ↔ |3〉.
The dashed line serves to guide the eye. The frequency is higher by 22 Hz when the ion is in state |1〉 compared to state |3〉.
The same axial frequency shift can be observed when transitioning between states |2〉 and |4〉.

g-factor.

In our single-ion Penning-trap experiment, we measure the transition frequencies between the hyperfine states in Eq. (1)

and simultaneously the magnetic field, via the accurate determination of the free cyclotron frequency

νc =
1

2π

e

m3He+
B, (4)

where e/m3He+ is the charge-to-mass ratio of the ion [12].

The Penning trap setup shown in Fig. 2A is placed in a 5.7 T superconducting magnet and is in thermal contact with

a liquid helium bath. In the analysis trap (AT) a nickel electrode creates a magnetic inhomogeneity that allows for the

detection of the hyperfine state, as described below, but also limits the precision with which the ion’s eigenfrequencies and

the transition frequencies can be measured due to line-broadening [35]. These frequencies can be detected with high precision

in a second trap, the precision trap (PT), which is separated by several transport electrodes from the AT so that the magnetic

inhomogeneity is smaller by a factor of 10−5, see Fig. 2A. A measurement cycle starts with determining the initial hyperfine
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state in the AT. The ion is then transported adiabatically to the PT, where the cyclotron frequency is first measured to

determine the expected hyperfine transition frequency. It is afterwards measured again while a microwave excitation drives

one of the four hyperfine transitions at a random frequency offset with respect to the expected resonance frequency. Whether

a change of the hyperfine state occurred in the PT is then analyzed after transporting the ion back to the AT. This process

is repeated several hundred times for each of the four transitions so as to measure the transition probability in the magnetic

field of the PT as a function of the microwave frequency offset.

The trap tower (Fig. 2A) is enclosed by a trap chamber which is sealed off from the surrounding prevacuum to allow

for ion storage times of several months [36]. Therefore, 3He can not be introduced to the trap by an external source but

instead is released from the depicted SO2 glass sphere, which is filled with 3He gas. Due to the strongly temperature

dependent permeability of SO2, 3He atoms pass through the glass only when heated with an attached heating resistor, and

can subsequently be ionized by an electron beam from a field-emission point. As indicated in Fig. 1, driving the hyperfine

transitions requires microwaves of approximately 150 GHz and 4 GHz. The former can enter the trap chamber through a

window using an oversized waveguide, while the latter are irradiated using the shown spin-flip coils.

In the Penning trap, the ion is confined radially by the homogeneous magnetic field along the z-axis and oscillates har-

monically along the field lines with frequency νz due to the quadrupolar electrostatic potential created by the trap electrodes.

The superposition of the magnetic and electrostatic fields leads to two eigenmotions in the radial plane: the modified cy-

clotron and the magnetron motion, with frequencies ν+ and ν−, respectively. From the measured eigenfrequencies the free

cyclotron frequency νc is calculated via the so-called invariance theorem νc =
√
ν2+ + ν2z + ν2−, where eigenfrequency shifts

caused by trap misalignment and ellipticity cancel [37]. In order to measure the motional eigenfrequencies, a superconducting

tank circuit is attached to one trap electrode and converts the image current induced by the axial motion of the ion into a

detectable voltage "dip" signal [38]. The two radial motions do not couple directly to the resonator but are thermalized and

detected using radio-frequency sideband coupling [39].

In the AT, the continuous Stern–Gerlach effect [40] is utilized to detect changes of the hyperfine state. The quadratic

inhomogeneity B2 created by the ferromagnetic electrode leads to an additional term ∆Φ(z) = −µB2z
2 to the potential

along the z-axis, coupling the ion’s magnetic moment µ to the axial frequency νz. Thus, a spin-flip which changes the ion’s

magnetic moment by ∆µ results in a shift of the axial frequency

∆νz =
1

2π2νz

B2∆µ

m3He+
. (5)

As shown in the Breit-Rabi diagram (Fig. 1), the electronic transitions |1〉 ↔ |3〉 and |2〉 ↔ |4〉 or the nuclear transitions

|1〉 ↔ |2〉 and |3〉 ↔ |4〉 effectively correspond to an electronic or nuclear spin-flip. An electronic spin-flip can be detected

via a ∆νz = ±22 Hz jump of the axial frequency as depicted in Fig. 2B. A nuclear spin-flip, by contrast, causes a signal ∆νz

which is smaller by three orders of magnitude in the same magnetic inhomogeneity, since µe/µI ≈ 1000. Due to the inverse

scaling of ∆νz with the ion mass (see Eq. (5)), directly detecting nuclear spin-flips over the background of axial frequency

noise [41] is possible only for small masses and has so far been demonstrated only for protons and anti-protons [42, 43].

Compared to a proton, 3He2+ has a larger mass and smaller spin magnetic moment so that the signal indicating a spin-flip

is smaller by a factor of four and not detectable unless the axial frequency noise is reduced significantly, for example through
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Figure 3: Exemplary resonance curves for each of the four hyperfine transitions. The x-axis is the difference of the frequency
at which the spin-flip was driven and the expected resonance frequency at the simultaneously measured B-field, assuming the
Breit-Rabi equation with the theoretically calculated parameters. The green line is calculated from a maximum likelihood
analysis assuming a Gaussian lineshape. (a) and (b): nuclear spin-transitions |1〉 ↔ |2〉 and |3〉 ↔ |4〉, where the names of
the states relate to the Breit-Rabi diagram in Fig. 1. (c) and (d): electron spin-transitions |1〉 ↔ |3〉 and |2〉 ↔ |4〉. All error
bars correspond to the 1σ confidence interval (68%).

sympathetic laser-cooling [44]. However, in case of 3He+ a novel method can be employed which deduces the nuclear spin

state from more easily detectable electronic transitions. If the ion is in hyperfine state |1〉 or |3〉 the nuclear spin state is |↑〉,

while states |2〉 and |4〉 imply that the nuclear spin state is |↓〉, compare Fig. 1. Thus, depending on the nuclear state only

one of the two electronic transitions |1〉 ↔ |3〉 and |2〉 ↔ |4〉 can be driven. The nuclear state can therefore be found by

exciting both electronic transitions alternatingly until a spin-flip occurs.

Both the nuclear and electronic resonances were measured several times for different microwave powers and exemplary

resonance curves are shown in Fig. 3. The parameters ge, g′I and EHFS are extracted by a maximum likelihood analysis

assuming a Gaussian lineshape. The systematic uncertainty imposed by non-analytical lineshape modifications of the reso-

nance curves (Tab. 1) is calculated from the deviation of a Gaussian lineshape from the two asymmetric lineshapes derived

in [45, 46], which take the residual magnetic field inhomogeneity in the PT into account (see supplementary material). The

final values include only measurements with small microwave powers where the results are lineshape model independent.

They are corrected for the systematic shifts due to electrostatic and magnetic field imperfections, the axial dip fit, relativistic

mass increase and the image charge induced in the trap electrodes [28, 42, 43, 47, 48], see Tab. 1. The two parameters g′I

and EHFS only have a weak dependence on the electron g-factor and are determined by combining one resonance of each

nuclear transition in one fit while leaving ge fixed to the theoretical value. Similarly, the electron g-factor is fitted with a

fixed value for the two nuclear parameters g′I and EHFS on which the electronic transition frequencies depend only weakly.

In each case, changing the fixed parameter by 3σ leads to a shift of the result which is more than two orders of magnitude
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smaller than the statistical uncertainty.

The result for the shielded nuclear g-factor g′I = −4.255 099 606 9(30)stat(17)sys is used to calculate the g-factor of the

bare nucleus gI = g′I/(1 − σ3He+) = −4.255 250 699 7(30)stat(17)sys(1)theo. The latter uncertainty is due to the theoretical

value for the diamagnetic shielding σ3He+ . The shielded magnetic moment that provides the calibration of 3He NMR probes

µ3He = µN/2 · gI(1 − σ3He) then follows by inserting the calculated shielding factor 1 − σ3He of atomic 3He [20] and the

nuclear magneton µN [12]. The latter two values have a relative uncertainty of 1 · 10−10 and 3 · 10−10 and the result

µ3He = −16.217 050 033(14) MHz T−1 is one order of magnitude more precise than the most precise indirect determination

[11]. This is the first stand-alone calibration for 3He probes, applicable for example in the muon g − 2 experiments [21, 22]

which currently rely on water NMR probes. Our value for gI is compared to previous indirect determinations in Fig. 4. The

relative deviation of 22 p.p.b. from the most precise indirect result corresponds to three times the resonance linewidth or

likewise a relative shift of the measured B-field by 10−8. Such a systematic shift in the magnetic field measurement can be

excluded due to the agreement within 1σ of the theoretical electron g-factor gtheo
e , see above, and the experimental result

gexp
e = −2.002 177 415 79(34)stat(30)sys, which was measured more than one order of magnitude more precisely than 10−8.

The indirect determinations of gI assume the shielding in water at 25 °C of σH2O = 25.691(11) · 10−6 [12] and the measured

NMR frequency ratio ν′H2O/ν
′
3He. Accordingly, combining this frequency ratio [10] with our result for gI yields a deviating

shielding in water of σH2O = 25.6689(45) · 10−6, using

1− σH2O

1− σ3He
=
ν′H2O

ν′3He

|gI |
gp

. (6)

Here, gp is the proton g-factor [42]. This result corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 4.5 p.p.b. for the shielded magnetic

moment in water µH2O = µN/2 · gp(1− σH2O), limited by the uncertainty of the frequency ratio measurement.

The difference between our theoretically calculated Etheo
HFS, given above, and the much more accurate experimental value

of Eexp
HFS = −8 665 649 865.77(26)stat(1)sys Hz is 6 parts per million (p.p.m.). In a previous theoretical work, the discrepancy

is 46 p.p.m. [49]. In Ref. [17], a difference of 222 p.p.m. between the QED prediction and the experimental value is taken as

an estimate of contributions to HFS due to nuclear effects. The experimental result Eexp
HFS is in agreement with the previous

most precise measurement −8 665 649 867(10) Hz [14], while improving the precision by two orders of magnitude. It is used

to extract the Zemach radius rZ = 2.608(24) fm, as described in the supplementary material, which differs by 2.8 σ from

rZ = 2.528(16), previously determined from electron scattering data [50].

In the future, improved measurements are possible by first reducing the magnetic inhomogeneity of the precision trap,

which reduces the resonance line widths as well as systematic effects on the resonance lineshape, and second introducing

phase-sensitive detection methods for more precise magnetic field measurements [2]. In addition, the measurement method

described here can be applied to determine the nuclear magnetic moment of other hydrogen-like ions which are too heavy

for direct nuclear spin-flip detection via the Stern-Gerlach effect. We note that He+ is the only one-electron ion where

uncertainties arising from nuclear structure are small enough to additionally enable a competitive determination of α [51],

provided that the experimental uncertainty of ge can be decreased in future by orders of magnitude. As a next step, the

magnetic moment of the bare 3He2+ nucleus can be measured directly in a Penning trap with a relative precision on the

order of 1 p.p.b. or better by implementing sympathetic laser cooling [52].
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Figure 4: History of 3He nuclear g-factor determinations. Comparison of previous measurements of the bare nuclear g-factor
gI of 3He and the value given in this work. All previous results were derived from comparisons of the NMR frequency of 3He
to that of water or molecular hydrogen. All error bars correspond to the 1σ confidence interval (68%).

Table 1: Corrections to the nuclear g-factor, electron g-factor and zero-field hyperfine splitting due to systematic effects.

effect ∆g′I/g
′
I (10−10) ∆ge/ge (10−10) ∆EHFS/EHFS (10−12)

relativistic -0.33(2) -0.21(1) -0.084(4)
image charge -0.514(3) -0.321(2) -0.128(1)

electrostatic anharmonicity -0.03(5) -0.02(3) -0.01(1)
magnetic inhomogeneity 0.17(2) 0.11(1) 0.044(4)

axial dip-fit 0(0.5) 0(0.3) 0(0.1)
resonance lineshape 0(4) 0(1.5) 0(1)

Σ -0.7(4.0) -0.4(1.5) -0.2(1.1)
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